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The Key Interview Question: Some thirty years ago Bowman founded a start-up software company, and was
working late one night when the phone rang. An astonished young, job-hunting Godin found himself talking
directly to the company founder. He helped launch companies and careers. Origin story Facing a packed hall
of ambitious millennials, business students anxious to follow his path to fame and fortune, Godin began by
asking them where Superman came from. What does this have to do with business? How about Wonder
Woman? Where is he going with this? When your origin story aligns with your current passion, clients and
employers are quicker to hire. Why do you care? Godin whimsically said that our own origin story may â€” or
may not â€” be true. But it is what we remember, and this is real enough. Steve Jobs used a variation of the
Godin origin story in his hiring process at Apple. My typical interview I was looking for talent. I wanted
someone with smarts to save me from myself. Yes, I have an eternal Savior who has taken on my sins. But I
was also in search of another kind of savior, to protect me from my own non-best decisions. This requirement
is vital for every manager, but is never listed on the Knowledge, Skills and Abilities checklist. Advancing the
organization goals would be a plus. Help us champion truth, freedom, limited government and human dignity.
The candidate tells me what school he attended, his GPA, activities, what-this, what-that. Anyway, my
interviewing was all too nice and conventional. But I needed to learn more if I was going to select the right
candidate for the right position. And I was getting bored. So, I asked the job applicant to tell me about a
problem he overcame. What I really wanted to know was the why he did what he did â€” his origin story, as
Godin would say today. Make a difference Godin directed the standing-room only University crowd to forget
about grades â€” gasp! This got a laugh and got us focused on a bigger picture story: I should have started my
job interviewing the same way the late Jobs, founder of Apple, did. A brown cow is ordinary. What risk did he
want to take? What pain did he overcome? Did he really want to make a change; to make a difference? Godin
told us to break some eggs and scramble.
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Throughout the long nineteenth century , and into the World War II period, Tell was perceived as a symbol of
rebellion against tyranny both in Switzerland and in Europe. Antoine-Marin Lemierre wrote a play inspired by
Tell in and revived it in The success of this work established the association of Tell as a fighter against
tyranny with the history of the French Revolution. The French revolutionary fascination with Tell was
reflected in Switzerland with the establishment of the Helvetic Republic. Tell became, as it were, the mascot
of the short-lived republic, his figure being featured on its official seal. Geschichte Schweizerischer
Eidgenossenschaft, In it was first performed in Altdorf itself. In the first William Tell patterned playing cards
were produced in Pest, Hungary. The cards became popular throughout the Austrian Empire during the
Revolution of The town was originally dubbed Helvetia, but was quickly changed to Tell City to honor the
legendary Swiss hero. The city became known for its manufacturing, especially of fine wood furniture.
William Tell and symbols of an apple with an arrow through it are prominent in the town, which includes a
bronze statue of Tell and his son, based on the one in Altdorf, Switzerland. The statue was erected on a
fountain in front of city hall in Tell City High School uses these symbols in its crest or logo, and the sports
teams are called "The Marksmen. Many of the activities occur on the grounds of City Hall and Main Street, at
the feet of the Tell statue. And why; For doing what Brutus was honored for and what made Tell a Hero. And
yet I for striking down a greater tyrant than they ever knew am looked upon as a common cutthroat. Following
a national competition, won by Richard Kissling , Altdorf in erected a monument to its hero. Kissling casts
Tell as a peasant and man of the mountains, with strong features and muscular limbs. His powerful hand rests
lovingly on the shoulder of little Walter, but the apple is not shown. The depiction is in marked contrast with
that used by the Helvetic Republic, where Tell is shown as a landsknecht rather than a peasant, with a sword at
his belt and a feathered hat, bending down to pick up his son who is still holding the apple. However, on 3
June , Hitler had the play banned. The reason for the ban is not known, but may have been related to the failed
assassination attempt on Hitler in by young Swiss Maurice Bavaud [16] executed on 14 May , and later
dubbed "a new William Tell" by Rolf Hochhuth , or the subversive nature of the play. Spanish playwright
Alfonso Sastre re-worked the legend in in his "Guillermo Tell tiene los ojos tristes" William Tell has sad eyes
; it was not performed until the Franco regime in Spain ended. During the World Wars , Tell was again
revived, somewhat artificially, as a national symbol. Gessler is a well-meaning and patient administrator who
is faced with the barbarism of a back-corner of the empire, while Tell is an irascible simpleton. According to a
survey, a majority of Swiss believed that he actually existed. The historicity of William Tell has been subject
to debate. This interpretation became very popular, especially in Switzerland, where the Tell figure was used
in the early 19th century as a "national hero" and identification figure in the Helvetic Republic , and later in
the beginnings of the Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft , the modern democratic federal state that developed.
It has been mostly undisputed among historians since the second half of the 19th century that there is no
evidence for Tell as a historical individual, let alone for the apple-shot story. The desire to defend the
historicity of the Befreiungstradition "liberation tradition" of Swiss history had a political component, as since
the 17th century its celebration had become mostly confined to the Catholic cantons, so that the declaration of
parts of the tradition as ahistorical was seen as an attack by the urban Protestant cantons on the rural Catholic
cantons. The decision, taken in , to make 1 August the Swiss National Day is to be seen in this context, an
ostentative move away from the traditional Befreiungstradition and the celebration of the deed of Tell to the
purely documentary evidence of the Federal Charter of Von Haller underwent a trial, but the authorities
spared his life, as he made abject apologies. He also adduces parallels in folktales among the Finns and the
Lapps Sami. Rochholz further compares Indo-European and oriental traditions and concludes pp. The Danish
legend of Palnatoki , first attested in the twelfth-century Gesta Danorum by Saxo Grammaticus , [29] is the
earliest known parallel to the Tell legend. When asked why he pulled several arrows out of his quiver,
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Palnatoki, too, replies that if he had struck his son with the first arrow, he would have shot King Harald with
the remaining two arrows.
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Branham was born near Burkesville, Kentucky , on April 6, , [4] [5] [6] the son of Charles and Ella Harvey
Branham, the oldest of ten children. He traveled to Phoenix, Arizona , where he worked for two years on a
ranch and began a successful career in boxing. Because of the Great Depression it was often short of funds, so
Branham served without compensation. July 16, in , and they had two children; William "Billy" Paul Branham
b. September 13, and Sharon Rose Branham b. Bosworth Branham held his first meetings as a faith healer in
Louis meetings as the inauguration of the healing revival period. Kidston, was editor of The Apostolic Herald
and had many contacts in the Pentecostal movement. Louis campaign meetings, [43] and according to the
article, Branham drew a crowd of over 4, sick people who desired healing and recorded him diligently praying
for each. Louis meetings, Branham launched a tour of small Oneness Pentecostal churches across the Midwest
and southern United States, from which stemmed reports of healing and one report of a resurrection. He held
meetings that month in Jonesboro, Arkansas and drew a crowd of 25, with attendees from 28 different states.
Louis meetings claimed to be healed during the revival, helping to bring Branham a sizable African American
following from the early days of the revival. Dedicated to ministering to both races, Branham insisted on
holding interracial meetings even in the southern states. Bosworth met Branham at the meetings and also
joined his team. Young Brown, Jack Moore , William Branham, Oral Roberts , Gordon Lindsay ; photo taken
at Kansas City in Branham spent many hours ministering and praying for the sick during his campaigns, and
like many other leading evangelists of the time he suffered exhaustion. Without this consciousness he seems to
be perfectly helpless. Alfred Pohl, a minister in Saskatchewan , Canada, stated that many people Branham
pronounced as healed later died. Taylor, a district superintendent with the Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada ,
raised the same concern and asked for a thorough investigation. Best regarding the theology of divine healing.
Branham eventually criticized the Voice of Healing magazine as a "massive financial organization" that put
making money ahead of promoting good. The movement began in the teachings of the healing revival
evangelists and grew as their teachings came to receive broad acceptance among millions of Christians. He
began speaking on the controversial doctrinal issues he had avoided for most of the revival. He held his final
set of revival meetings in Shreveport at the church of his early campaign manager Jack Moore in November
Annihilationism Annihilationism is a doctrinal conflict within Pentecostalism that first appeared within the
movement in the teachings of Charles Fox Parham.
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The fisherman, Ruodi, sings a gentle love song from his boat to orchestral accompaniment from the harps and
flutes. William Tell stands apart from the general merriment, however: The horns also signal the arrival of
Melchthal, a respected elder of the canton. He is persuaded by Hedwige to bless the couples at the celebration.
However, his son Arnold, though of marriageable age, is not participating and is evidently uncomfortable. Tell
invites Melchthal into his chalet; before they move off, Melchthal chides his son for his failure to marry. Horn
fanfares herald the approach of Gesler, the Austrian governor, whom the Swiss detest, and his entourage.
Arnold moves off to greet their arrival, as Mathilde will accompany them, but is stopped by Tell. Inquiring as
to where Arnold is going, Tell persuades him to consider joining the planned rebellion against the governor.
The expressive duet in which this takes place again shows the tension Arnold feels between his love for
Mathilde and the "fatherland" Ah! O my fatherland, my heart sacrifices to you By the end of the exchange,
Arnold is prepared to confront Gesler the moment he arrives; Tell persuades him to at least let the festival pass
in peace, but knows he has gained a convert to the cause of freedom. The villagers then reassemble, and
Melchthal blesses the couples. He seeks to escape to the opposite shore, but the cowardly Ruodi refuses to
take him in his boat, fearing that the current and the rocks make approaching the opposite bank impossible.
Tell returns from searching for the departed Arnold just in time: Melchthal urges the villagers not to tell
Rodolphe who it was who aided Leuthold, and is taken prisoner by the guards. Mathilde, however, lingers,
believing she has glimpsed Arnold in the vicinity. Arnold appears, and each confesses to the other their desire
for this meeting. Urging him to "return to the fields of glory", Mathilde assures him of the eventual
acceptability of his suit, and leaves at the approach of Tell and Walter. They question Arnold as to why he
loves Mathilde, a member of the oppressing Austrians. Arnold, offended by their spying, declares his intention
to continue fighting for the Austrians, and thus gain glory, rather than liberty. As the three men affirm their
dedication â€” "to independence or death" â€” they hear the sound of someone else approaching. It is the men
of the canton of Unterwalden coming to join the fight, and describing their journey in a rather gentle refrain
Nous avons su braver. In quick succession, they are joined by the men of Schwyz En ces temps de malheurs
and Uri Guillaume, tu le vois. The gathering is complete, and the tone and tempo of the finale rises as the men
of the three cantons affirm their willingness to fight or die for the freedom of Switzerland Jurons, jurons par
nos dangers â€” "Let us swear, let us swear by our dangers". Plans are made to arm the cantons and to rise up
when "the beacons of vengeance burn". Act 3[ edit ] Scene 1: The main square at Altdorf The day is the
hundredth anniversary of Austrian rule in Switzerland. Soldiers sing of the glories of Gesler and the Emperor.
In commemoration, Gesler has had his hat placed on top of a pole and the Swiss are ordered and then forced to
pay homage to the hat. Gesler commands that there should be dancing and singing to mark the century during
which the empire has "deigned to sustain [Swiss] weakness", and a variety of dances and choruses follow.
Soldiers have noticed Tell and his son in the crowd, refusing to pay homage to the hat, and drag him forward.
Gesler notices the affection Tell has for his son, and has Jemmy seized. Inspired, he devises his test: The
assembled Swiss are horrified at this cruelty, but Jemmy urges his father to courage, and refuses to be tied up
for the challenge. Resigned, Tell retrieves his bow from the soldiers, but takes two arrows from his quiver and
hides one of them. He sings an anguished aria to Jemmy, instructing him Sois immobile â€” "Stay completely
still" , and the two separate. Finally, Tell draws his bow, shoots, and drives the arrow through the apple and
into the stake. The people acclaim his victory, and Gesler is enraged. Noticing the second arrow, he demands
to know what Tell intended for it. Tell confesses his desire to kill Gesler with the second arrow, and both he
and Jemmy are seized for execution. Rodolphe expresses concern at attempting a journey on the lake in the
storm, but Gesler intends to force Tell, an expert boatman, to pilot the vessel. They leave, amid conflicting
cries of "Anathema on Gesler" from the people, and "Long live Gesler" from the soldiers. Act 4[ edit ] Scene
1: Home of my forefathers". Would-be "confederates" arrive, sharing and reinforcing his hope of vengeance.
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Revived, Arnold points them to the weapons cache that his father and Tell had prepared. Seeing the men
armed, Arnold launches into the hugely demanding Amis, amis, secondez ma vengeance â€” "Friends, friends,
assist my vengeance" , replete with multiple and sustained top Cs. Resolved, they leave to storm Altdorf and
free Tell. The rocky shore of Lake Lucerne Hedwige is wandering by the lake, distraught. In the distance, she
hears Jemmy calling. Her son enters, along with Mathilde, whom Hedwige entreats for assistance. In some
versions, Mathilde, Jemmy and Hedwige sing a moving trio Je rends a votre amour un fils digne de vous â€”
"I return to your love a son worthy of you". Jemmy tells his mother that Tell is no longer in Altdorf, but on the
lake, at which point Hedwige begins precipitously to mourn Sauve Guillaume! Il meurt victime de son amour
pour son pays â€” "Save William! He dies a victim of his love for his country". The boat pulls into view, and
Tell jumps ashore before pushing the boat back. He is amazed to see his house burning in the distance. Gesler
and the soldiers come into view, intent on recapturing Tell, who kills Gesler with a single shot and the cry,
"Let Switzerland breathe! Arnold and his band enter, and break the happy news: Arnold sees Mathilde, who
declares herself "disabused of false grandeur" and ready to join the fight for liberty at his side. The clouds
break, and the sun shines on a pastoral scene of wild beauty. The gathered Swiss fighters and women sing a
paean to the magnificence of nature and the return of freedom in a lyrical C major Tout change et grandit en
ces lieux Liberty, descend again from heaven" as the ranz des vaches motif returns once again and finally.
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